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A Message from Tom Stanton

I am pleased to present ADTRAN’s Code of Business Conduct and Ethics (the Code).
At ADTRAN, we believe in doing business the
right way. This means that we follow the highest
standards of ethics and integrity in all that we
do. We are committed to conducting our business with honesty, integrity, and fairness. The
Code unites all of us at ADTRAN with one set of
values that guide our daily decisions and actions.
It is a guide for each of us, reminding us of the
principles and values that have made ADTRAN
a strong leader in the business community for
more than three decades.

Honesty.
Integrity.
Fairness.
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ADTRAN’s reputation rests in each of our hands
and it depends on our conduct and decisions
both individually and collectively as a company.
Thank you for being part of the ADTRAN family
and for your unwavering commitment to strong
ethical business practices.

Thomas R. Stanton
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
ADTRAN, Inc.
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Our Commitment

ADTRAN is committed to delivering sustained
growth through empowered people building trust
by acting with accountability and responsibility.

Guiding Principles
We must always strive to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Care for our employees, customers, shareholders, consumers and the public
Innovate and create high-quality products
that bring the world together
Speak with truth and candor
Balance short-term and long-term goals
Win with diversity and inclusion
Respect others and succeed together

Our Responsibilities
Follow Our Code

You must comply with the Code, our policies,
and the law in all of your work and actions.

Respect
Others &
Succeed
Together.

We expect you to act honestly in all dealings,
comply with the laws and regulations governing our business, and maintain an ethical work
environment. We expect nothing less from our
business partners, suppliers, consultants, distributors, co-manufacturers, and any organization
with which we do business. We understand the
responsibility we have to communicate with them
about our high standards of integrity and cannot
ask them to violate any of our values and operating principles.
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The ADTRAN Code of Business Conduct and
Ethics (the Code) establishes the standards of
business conduct that you are expected to meet.
These standards, drawn from our corporate policies, describe our responsibility to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Protect ADTRAN and customer assets
Comply with global business laws
Deal fairly with customers and third parties
Foster a work environment of diversity and
inclusion, human rights, equal employment
opportunity, and safety
Report misconduct
Address questions and concerns
Protect employees and business associates
from retaliation

Everyone is expected to take responsibility for
his or her actions. This includes observing the
guidelines outlined in this Code and other company policies, complying with all laws and regulations applicable to ADTRAN’s business wherever
conducted, and reporting violations of the Code
immediately.
To comply with the Code, it is essential to have
a thorough understanding of the expectations
set forth in this document. ADTRAN provides
training to you regarding your rights and responsibilities under the Code. Additionally, you are
required to review, understand and comply with
the Code and certify that you are committed to
following the requirements outlined in it.
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In addition to the Code, you should familiarize
yourself with the ADTRAN Employee Handbook
and applicable ADTRAN policies as outlined in
the Code.
Seek Guidance and Report Concerns

We are each held accountable to ask questions
and raise concerns when compliance issues
arise.
The Code cannot address every possible situation that might arise during your daily work. If
you cannot find an answer to your question in
the Code, or if you have questions about how to
interpret the Code, seek guidance from your supervisor, the vice president of Human Resources,
the director of Internal Audit or your senior vice
president.

Who must follow the Code?
All ADTRAN employees are required to
comply with the Code, company policies
and laws that govern our activities. It is your
responsibility to know and follow the Code.
The Code, along with our company policies
and guiding principles help us make the
right decisions and take the right actions,
regardless of our job function.

When should I seek additional guidance
concerning the Code?
Seek guidance when you are unsure or
could benefit from an additional perspective.
A number of resources are available to help
you including your manager, your Vice President, Human Resources, Internal Audit, and
Legal. Don’t hesitate to ask for help.

Speak Up

You are obligated to report infractions.
ADTRAN both requires and encourages you to
report actual or potential violations of the Code.
If you are aware of conduct that you think may
violate this Code, you are responsible for reporting it as outlined in Section B of this document.
Reporting a potential violation demonstrates your
sense of commitment, responsibility and fairness
to ADTRAN’s customers, shareholders, business
associates and your fellow employees. ADTRAN
also offers an Ethics and Compliance Hotline to report potential violations of the Code. The hotline is
managed by Red Flag Reporting, a third-party provider that allows employees to report concerns of
potential improper activities within the workplace.
Any concerns regarding potential violations of the
Code should be reported to Red Flag Reporting.
These include, but are not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reporting potential Code violations helps to
safeguard the reputation and the assets of the
company. Your report will be investigated with
confidentiality, and you will be protected from
retaliation.
Non-Retaliation

You will not experience any form of retaliation
for raising concerns.
All employees should be comfortable in raising questions or concerns about the Code. The
company strictly prohibits any form of retaliation
against any individual making a good faith report
of a violation of this Code or the policies referenced within the Code. Any ADTRAN employee
who believes that they may have been subjected
to retaliation must report this conduct to the vice
president of Human Resources.

Fraudulent Activity/Theft
Misconduct
Unethical Behavior
Safety Violations
Data Privacy Concerns
Discrimination/Harassment

Please be aware that you can report a concern
anonymously through the following means:
•
•

Online: https://www.redflagreporting.com
(client code: ADTRAN)
Phone: Red Flag Reporting 24/7 at
1.888.723.8726
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SECTION A

Ethical Principles

Respecting One Another

Diversity and Inclusion

One of our guiding principles is to respect
others and succeed together. We can only
achieve success when we treat everyone with
respect. This begins on the ADTRAN campus
and extends to our customers, suppliers, and
community.

Each of us must respect the diversity, talents
and abilities of others.

Our Commitment to You

ADTRAN will treat all employees with honesty, fairness and respect and provide a safe and
healthy work environment.
Abusive, harassing or offensive conduct in any
form is unacceptable. If you believe that you have
been subjected to harassment and/or discrimination, or if you witness harassment and/or discrimination, you must report this conduct immediately to the vice president of Human Resources.

At ADTRAN, we define “diversity” as the unique
characteristics that make up each of us: personalities, lifestyles, thought processes, work experiences, ethnicity, race, color, religion, gender, gender
identity, sexual orientation, marital status, age,
national origin, disability, genetic information,
military/veteran status, or other differences. We
strive to attract, develop and retain a workforce
that is as diverse as the markets we serve, and to
ensure an inclusive work environment that embraces the strength of our differences.
You play an important role in creating a work environment where employees and business associates feel valued and respected for their contributions. You promote diversity and inclusion when
you respect the diversity of each other’s talents,
abilities, and experiences; foster an atmosphere of
trust, empowerment, openness and candor; and
value the input of others.
We will better understand the needs of our
customers and foster innovation if each of us
embraces diversity and inclusion in all aspects of
business.
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Ethical Principles
Human Rights

Human Rights Are Inherent to Us All and
Must be Protected
ADTRAN recognizes the importance of maintaining and promoting fundamental human
rights in all of our operations and throughout our
supply chain. Our values, Code, talent, sustainability strategies and employment policies work
together to support the United Nation’s Universal
Declaration of Human Rights and the International Labour Organization Declaration on
Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work. We
operate under programs and policies that, among
other goals:
•
•
•
•

Provide fair and equitable wages, benefits and
other conditions of employment by local laws
Recognize employees’ rights to freedom of
association
Prohibit forced or child labor
Promote a workplace free of discrimination
and harassment

For additional information, please reference the
ADTRAN Human Rights Policy located on the
ADTRAN website.
Anti-Discrimination

You must treat everyone with fairness and
equality.
Each employee should have the opportunity to
reach his or her full potential and contribute to
the success of ADTRAN. To accomplish this, you
should never discriminate or treat employees or
job applicants unfairly in matters that involve
recruiting, hiring, training, promoting, or compensating.
12
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Your employment decisions regarding employees
and applicants must always be based on merit, qualifications and job-related performance,
without regard to non-job related characteristics
such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Race, color, ethnicity or national origin
Gender or gender identity
Sexual orientation
Age
Religion
Disability
Military or veteran status
Genetic information
Pregnancy
Any other legally protected status

Making employment decisions based on any of
these personal characteristics is against our policies and is illegal under the laws of many countries and states. You must always act fairly and
give qualified individuals the chance to develop
their abilities and advance within our company.
For additional information on this topic, refer to
the ADTRAN Employee Handbook.

What is discrimination?
Discrimination in employment and occupation means treating people differently
and less favorably because of characteristics that are not related to their merit
or the requirements of the job. These characteristics include race, color, sex, religion,
political opinion, national extraction, and
social origin.

Anti-Harrassment

You must not participate in or tolerate any
form of harassment.
ADTRAN seeks to provide a work environment
that is free from harassment and other offensive
or disrespectful conduct of any kind. The company complies with all country and local laws
prohibiting harassment, and our Code prohibits
harassment in the workplace.
What is harassment?
Harassment includes unwelcome verbal,
visual, physical or other conduct of any kind
that creates an intimidating, offensive or
hostile work environment.

While the legal definition of harassment may
vary by jurisdiction, we consider the following
non-exhaustive list to be unacceptable behavior:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sexual harassment
Offensive language or jokes
Racial, ethnic, gender or religious slurs
Degrading comments
Intimidating or threatening behavior
Showing hostility towards others because of
individual characteristics
Tolerating and failing to report any of these
behaviors by others

You should never act in a harassing manner or
otherwise cause your co-workers to feel uncomfortable in their work environment. It is important to remember that harassment, sexual or
otherwise, is determined by your actions and how
they impact others, regardless of your intentions.
Any such conduct must be reported immediately
to the vice president of Human Resources.
If you have questions about what constitutes
harassment, refer to the ADTRAN Anti-Discrimination and Harassment Policy. If you are
harassed, or if you witness someone else being
harassed, speak up and report it. No employee
shall be subject to adverse employment action, or
any form of retaliation, for reporting any form of
harassment in good faith.

Where are ADTRAN policies located?
Please refer to the myADP portal.
Policies are located under the Employee
Resources tab.

Health and Safety

Let’s work together to protect one another.
We are committed to safeguarding the health
and safety of our employees, visitors, customers,
and communities. Our health and safety policies
and procedures are designed to help you to work
safely, whether at our facilities, in the marketplace
or on the roadways.

Ethical Principles
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You should always raise a concern if you question
the safety of any activity you are asked to perform, that you believe unsafe, or if you become
aware of an unsafe condition or potential danger
for you or others.
All ADTRAN employees are expected to comply
with all health and safety laws and regulations.
You should immediately report all accidents,
injuries and unsafe equipment, practices or conditions to a supervisor or the safety manager at
safety@adtran.com. No employee shall be subject to adverse employment action, or any form
of retaliation, for reporting an accident, injury, or
unsafe working condition in good faith.
Safety is everyone’s responsibility. You must insist
that work be performed safely, no matter what
your job is.

If I see something that’s unsafe,
what should I do?
If a fellow employee is involved, question
them about their actions to determine
if an unsafe atmosphere exists. If you feel
it is unsafe, ask them to stop. If they refuse,
contact the safety manager at safety@
adtran.com. If you see hazards or unsafe
conditions around our facility, (for example,
exposed wiring, loose floor tile, etc.), contact
the safety manager.

Substance Abuse

You cannot work under the influence of
alcohol or drugs.
It is our duty to protect ADTRAN’s reputation
through our conduct and decisions. If you work
under the influence of drugs or alcohol, you
pose a safety risk to yourself or others, and you
pose a reputational risk to ADTRAN. Drugs may
include illegal drugs, controlled substances or
misused prescription medication. You are expected to perform your job duties free from the
influence of any substance that could impair job
performance.
ADTRAN Zero-Tolerance Policy
Under this policy the following actions are strictly prohibited by ADTRAN employees:
•
•
•
•

•

Illegal drug use
Impairment by a lawful prescription
Being under the influence of alcohol or a
controlled substance while on duty at the
workplace
The unlawful manufacture, distribution,
dispensation, possession, sale, use, or transfer
of illegal drugs or controlled substances in
the workplace or while engaged in ADTRAN
business while out of the office
Refusal to submit to a drug or alcohol test in
accordance with the ADTRAN Substance
Abuse Policy

If you believe you have a drug or alcohol problem
we encourage you to seek assistance. Contact a
member of the ADTRAN Benefits Team to learn
more about programs available to you as part of
the ADTRAN Benefits program.
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Anti-Violence

Violence of any type is prohibited in
the workplace.
ADTRAN safety programs include a zero-tolerance policy for workplace violence. You are
prohibited from engaging in any act that could
cause another individual to feel threatened or unsafe. This includes verbal assaults, threats or any
expressions of hostility, intimidation, aggression
or hazing. Our zero-tolerance policy for workplace violence applies to behavior on company
premises, as well as the behavior of our employees engaged in ADTRAN business anywhere in
the world outside of our premises.
Speak up immediately and report threats
or potential violence immediately to the safety
manager at safety@adtran.com. Additional
information can be found in the ADTRAN

Violence in the Workplace Prevention Policy.

What is workplace violence?
Workplace violence is any act in which a
person is abused, threatened, intimidated or
assaulted in his or her employment. Generally speaking, workplace violence includes:
•

Threatening behavior

•

Verbal or written threats

•

Harassment

•

Verbal abuse

•

Physical attacks

Community Involvement

ADTRAN supports the communities we serve.
ADTRAN is committed to delivering long-term
profitable growth by investing in a healthier future for our employees and our communities. We
operate based on the principle “what is good for
business must always be good for our communities.” We strive to invest in our local communities
by hiring local people, creating innovative products that cater to the needs of the communities
we serve, using natural resources responsibly and
further supporting the community at large.
ADTRAN aims to be an active partner with the
local communities in which we operate through
the support of community initiatives and charities. The company works with our communities
by volunteering and financially supporting worthy causes. Employees are encouraged to volunteer with civic and community organizations in
their respective communities.
Charitable Donations
You are encouraged to support the causes that
are important to you. If you’d like to request
ADTRAN to help you support a favorite 501(c)(3)
organization, submit a request to Team ADTRAN
via email teamadtran@adtran.com. If your
request for support includes the use of ADTRAN
equipment or facilities, Team ADTRAN will
coordinate with the proper internal organizations
for approval.

Ethical Principles
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Accountability
SECTION B

Accountability

Conflicts of Interest
A conflict of interest is any activity that is inconsistent with or opposed to ADTRAN’s best interest, or that gives the appearance of impropriety
or divided loyalty. You should avoid any situation
that creates a real or perceived conflict of interest. If you are unsure about a potential conflict,
contact the vice president of Human Resources or
the director of Internal Audit.
Do not conduct ADTRAN business with family
members or others with which you have a close
personal relationship. Likewise, you should not
use your position at ADTRAN to obtain favored
treatment for yourself, your family members, or
others with which you have a significant personal
relationship. If you have questions, please speak
with your manager, the vice president of Human
Resources or the director of Internal Audit.
Examples of conflict of interest in the
workplace include:
•

A manager and his or her employee are
dating or starting a relationship.

•

A purchasing agent accepts trips and
gifts from a vendor and then selects the
vendor’s products or services for purchase by ADTRAN.

•
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An employee works part-time in the evening for a company that makes products
or provides services that compete with
ADTRAN’s portfolio.

When does a conflict of interest occur?
A conflict of interest occurs when a personal
relationship or activity could influence your
judgment and ability to perform your job
objectively and uphold your duties to your
employer. Even the appearance of a conflict
of interest can put our company at risk.

Are potential conflicts limited to
family members?
No. Conflicts of interest can arise with
anyone with which you are friends or have
a personal relationship.

Family Members and Close
Personal Relationships
You cannot use personal influence to direct
ADTRAN business to a company in which any
family member or friend has a financial, business
or employment interest. Such relationships must
be disclosed to the director of Internal Audit
before engaging in business activities.
Workplace Relationships
Personal relationships in the workplace can create
a conflict of interest or a perceived conflict when
one individual in the relationship is in a position to make or influence employment decisions
regarding the other individual in the relationship.
If you are involved in a relationship of this nature, you must contact the manager of Employee
Relations to assist in resolving any current or
potential conflicts. You should not allow personal
relationships to disrupt the workplace or interfere
with your work or judgment.

Accountability
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Board Memberships
We encourage you to be a good community
citizen. Helping the community by serving on
boards of non-profit or community organizations is encouraged and does not require company approval. However, if you wish to serve
on the board of directors or a similar body for a
for-profit company or government agency you
must obtain advance approval from the CEO.
Outside Employment
You must notify your manager and the vice
president of Human Resources before taking any
other employment. Additionally, any employee
(full-time or part-time) who obtains additional
outside employment, has an outside business,
or is working on an invention must also comply
with the following rules.

Do not:
•

•

•
•
•

Use any time at work or company assets for
your other employment, outside business or
invention. This includes company workspace,
phones, computers, Internet access, copy
machines, and any other company assets or
services
Use your position at ADTRAN to solicit work
for your outside business or other employer, to
obtain favored treatment, or to pressure others
to assist you in working on your invention
Participate in an outside employment activity
that could have an adverse effect on your ability to perform your duties at ADTRAN
Use confidential or proprietary ADTRAN
information to benefit your other employer,
outside business or invention
Work for or receive payments for services from
any of the company’s competitors, customers,
distributors or suppliers without the approval
of the vice president of Human Resources if
you are a salaried or exempt employee. Additionally, management-level employees must
have the approval of both the vice president of
Human Resources and the CEO

Political Activities
The laws governing participation by corporations
in the political process vary widely by country.
Any contribution to be made by or in the name
of ADTRAN must be reviewed and approved in
advance by the CEO to ensure compliance with
the law.
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ADTRAN may communicate information and
its corporate opinion on issues of public concern
that affect our company. These announcements
are in no way intended to pressure you to adopt
specific ideas or support certain causes. Your decision to contribute your time or personal money
to any political or community activity is entirely
personal and voluntary.
You are free to make personal political contributions or engage in personal political activities as
long as such contributions or activities do not:
•
•
•

Infringe upon your duties to ADTRAN
Conflict with the guidelines outlined
in the Code
State, suggest, or imply to be made or done
in ADTRAN’s name

You may not use the influence of your position
to persuade another employee to work for candidates, political organizations or political issues,
or to make personal contributions to a party or
candidate. No employee will be favored or penalized because of making or not making a political
contribution or for participation or non-participation in any legal, political activity.
I have a friend who is running for an
elected office. I would like to help with
the campaign. Is this allowed?
Yes. Your personal political activity is your
business. Make sure that you do not use
company resources, including company time,
email, or the company name, to advance
the campaign.

Personal Investments
You may have investments in privately held or
publicly traded businesses. Generally speaking,
these are allowable but can give rise to a conflict
of interest if you are involved in or attempt to
influence transactions between ADTRAN and
a business in which you are invested. If a real or
potential conflict arises, report it immediately to
the director of Internal Audit.
Buying and Selling Stock
You should never buy or sell stock, or pass
along to others tips about buying or selling the
stock if you are aware of information that has
not been publicly announced and could have
a material effect on the value of the stock. This
is called “insider trading” and is illegal. More
detailed information on insider trading is found
under the heading “Insider Information and
Securities Trading.”

It is my understanding that ADTRAN
plans to acquire a small manufacturer of
complementary products. Can I acquire
stock of this company in anticipation of
the acquisition?
No. Trading on material nonpublic information is illegal and a violation of the Code,
whether you are trading ADTRAN stock or
the stock of another company.

Accountability
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Insider Information and Securities Trading

I’m not on the insider list, but
I’ve heard that we just won a big deal.
Can I buy stock?

In the course of business activities, you may
become aware of nonpublic information regarding the business, operations or securities of the
company or of our customers, suppliers, or other
firms we do business or compete with. The United States securities laws prohibit trading securities by such non-public information (often called
“insider information”) if it is material.
Non-public
Information is considered to be non-public
unless it has been adequately disclosed to the
public and there has been sufficient time and
opportunity for the market as a whole to assimilate
the information. Generally, this means that the
information has been available to the public for
at least three business days. Information
is deemed to be material if an investor would
consider it important in deciding whether to
buy, sell, or hold securities.
Material
Material insider information is any information
regarding ADTRAN’s business and operations,
which is not yet disclosed to the public, and
which could influence investors. Federal securities
laws impose civil and criminal penalties on
people who give or receive “tips” based on material insider information if these individuals trade
in stock or stock options while the information
is still non-public. Any confidential information,
including material insider information, must not
be disclosed to brokers, competitors, suppliers,
or anyone else who might use it in a manner
detrimental to the interests of ADTRAN or contrary to law.
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If your purchase is based on knowledge
that is not publicly available, you should not
purchase stock. This could be viewed as
insider trading.

Examples of non-public items that may be
material include:
•
•
•
•
•

Current business activities
Financial results and forecasts
Possible mergers, acquisitions,
divestitures and investments
Obtaining or losing important contracts
Significant discoveries; and/or or major
litigation developments

If you are aware of non-public material information related to ADTRAN, or to firms negotiating or competing or doing business with the
company, you may not buy or sell shares or other
securities of ADTRAN or these firms. Such information may not be disclosed to anyone, other
than ADTRAN employees or appropriate agents
or representatives who have established their
need to know, until the information has been
adequately disclosed to the public by authorized
company officials.
You are expected to be aware of and comply with
applicable company insider trading policies.

Anti-Corruption
ADTRAN is a global company and is committed
to following not only U.S. laws that deal with
foreign business transactions, but also applicable
laws and regulations of the countries where we
do business. Refer to the ADTRAN Global Anti-Corruption Policy, which is available at www.
adtran.com, for our guidelines and commitment
to compliance with anti-corruption laws. If the
law does not explicitly address an ethical matter, you should use good judgment, adhere to
the spirit of the law, and follow the principles of
honesty, integrity and common sense. If local law
is stricter than the Code, you should follow local
law. In instances where the Code is stricter than
local law, follow the Code.
Perceived pressure from supervisors or demands
due to business conditions are not valid excuses
for violating the law or the Code.

What is corruption?
Corruption generally refers to obtaining or
attempting to obtain a personal benefit or
business advantage through improper or
illegal means. It may involve payment or the
exchange of something of value and includes bribery, extortion and kickbacks.

Illegal Payments

What is money laundering?
Money laundering is the act of disguising
the source or true nature of money obtained
through an illegal means.

If I suspect money laundering could be
occurring what should I do?
Inform your manager immediately or call the
ADTRAN Ethics and Compliance Hotline at
1-888-723-8726. (Client Code: ADTRAN)

Money Laundering
Money laundering is strictly prohibited. The
laws in some countries require ADTRAN
to report suspicious activity. If you deal directly
with customers or vendors, the following may
be indications of potential money laundering
and should be reported to your manager, Human
Resources or Internal Audit.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Attempts to make large payments in cash
Reluctance to provide detailed information
about the business
Documentation that cannot be verified
Avoiding recordkeeping requirements
Transaction patterns for the customer are
significantly different from those for other
similar businesses
The sale price is abnormally high or low

You must not offer, make, or cause to be offered
or made any payment, contribution or gift of any
kind that violates any law or regulation. Refer
to the ADTRAN Global Anti-corruption Policy,
available at www.adtran.com, for company
guidelines and our commitment to compliance
with anti-corruption laws.
Accountability
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Import/Export Control

Business Gifts and Entertainment

Gifts to Employees

ADTRAN complies with all domestic and applicable foreign import and export laws and regulations. Failure to do so could result in personal
liability for criminal and civil penalties, as well as
loss of the company’s ability to import or export
products and services.

The purpose of business entertainment and gifts
of nominal value offered by ADTRAN is to create
goodwill and sound working relationships. You
must exercise good judgment and act with moderation in offering entertainment or gifts. Before
any gift is exchanged, you should determine if it
is permitted under the Code and ADTRAN policies. ADTRAN prohibits all improper payments
of any nature including those to third parties,
government officials and/or customers anywhere
in the world.

Do not provide, offer or receive any gift that
serves to or appears to inappropriately influence
business decisions or gain an unfair advantage.
General rules to follow include:

If you are involved in the transfer of goods, services and technologies across national borders
on behalf of ADTRAN or customers, you must
comply with these laws, regardless of your physical location. If U.S. law conflicts with a local trade
law, U.S. law may apply. Always consult with the
director of Internal Audit for proper guidance.
Antitrust Compliance
You are required to comply with the antitrust
and unfair competition laws of all countries in
which ADTRAN does business. Antitrust laws
seek to preserve competition by prohibiting
practices such as price fixing, division of territories or markets among competitors, resale price
maintenance, price discrimination, agreements
to limit production, and boycotts that attempt to
influence the actions of one business by exerting
pressure on another.

What are typically acceptable gifts?
Acceptable gifts typically include branded
promotional items such as t-shirts, jackets,
hats, etc., valued under $100 that are given
as a goodwill gesture.

A supplier sent me a holiday gift basket.
Can I accept it?
You can accept small gifts of modest value.
However, if the gift is such that the thirdparty might think the gift could influence
or interfere with your decision-making, use
common sense and talk to your manager.

A vendor offered to do some work at my
home for free. Is this okay?
No. This is a conflict of interest because the
vendor could be doing you a favor to try
to gain an advantage or get something in
return. You can use the vendor’s services,
but you must pay the same price offered to
the public.
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Nominal Value

The value of the gift should be less than US
$100. Any exceptions must be approved by
the director of Internal Audit.
Customary

The item must be a customary business gift
and would not create any embarrassment for
ADTRAN if publicly disclosed. Cash is never
an acceptable gift. Giving or receiving cash is
viewed as a bribe or kickback.
No Favored Treatment

The purpose of the gift must not be to obtain
special or favored treatment of any kind.

A customer offered me tickets to
a sporting event for my personal use,
can I accept them?
No. They should not be accepted unless
they were offered to a large group of employees as part of an agreement between
that company and ADTRAN.

Entertainment
Employee Entertainment

You may accept entertainment that is reasonable in the context of company business, and
that advances the company’s interests. For
example, accompanying a customer to a local
cultural or sporting event, or to a business
meal, would in most cases be acceptable.

Giving or accepting the gift must be legal in
the location and under the circumstances
where given.

Entertainment that is lavish or frequent may
appear to influence one’s independent judgment. Accepting entertainment that could
appear inappropriate must be discussed with
your manager in advance.

Government Official

Entertainment by the Company

Legal

Gifts, including meals, entertainment, or
other items of value, shall not be provided
for U.S. or foreign government officials
without the prior written approval of the
director of Internal Audit.

You may provide entertainment that is
reasonable in the context of the company’s
business. If you have a concern about
whether providing entertainment is appropriate, discuss the issue with your manager
in advance.

If you are directly involved in the procurement
of goods or services you must report all gifts and
entertainment to your immediate supervisor.
Likewise, you should not use vouchers, complementary products or services ADTRAN receives
from vendors for your personal use.
Accountability
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Accountability
Travel

Customer and Third-Party Information

Acceptance of Travel Expenses

Customers, suppliers, business associates and
others disclose confidential information to
ADTRAN for business purposes. It is your responsibility to protect and maintain the confidentiality of this information. Failure to protect this
third-party information may damage relations
with these individuals or organizations and may
result in legal liability.

You may accept transportation and lodging
provided by a supplier or other third party if the
trip is for business purposes and is approved in
advance by your manager.
Providing Travel
Unless prohibited by law or the policies of the
your organization, ADTRAN may pay the transportation and lodging expenses incurred by
customers, agents or suppliers in connection with
a visit to an ADTRAN facility or installation site.
The visit must be for business purposes and must
be approved in advance by your manager.
Taking Company Business Opportunities
You may not take for yourself business opportunities that rightfully belong to ADTRAN. Opportunities rightfully belong to the company when,
for example:
•
•
•
•
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ADTRAN has pursued the prospect
The opportunity has been offered to
the company
ADTRAN has funded the opportunity
The opportunity is competitive with or
otherwise in the same line of business
as ADTRAN
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For additional information on how to handle
third-party data, refer to the Third-Party
Information Security Policy.

Personally Identifiable Information
and Data Privacy
ADTRAN complies with the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). In compliance with
this regulation, please ensure that proper consent
is given to you before the collection, storage or
processing of any personally identifiable information from a citizen of the European Union.
Failure to comply with GDPR procedures can result in fines equal to four percent of annual global
revenue or EU 20 million (whichever is greater).
Any questions regarding GDPR compliance
should be addressed to the IT ServiceDesk.
Non-Disclosure/Confidentiality Agreements
Never share confidential information with suppliers, vendors, or other third parties without
your manager’s approval and a non-disclosure/
confidentiality agreement approved by the legal
department in place. These agreements document the need to maintain the confidentiality of
the information. Original copies of non-disclosure agreements must be forwarded to the legal
department. Limit the amount of confidential
information shared to the minimum necessary
to address the business need.

What is personally identifiable
information?
Personally identifiable information is any
information that can be used to identify a
specific individual, and may include name,
position/title, postal address, email address,
phone and fax numbers, login information
or online identifier, as well as photos and
information specific to the physical, physiological, genetic, mental, economic, cultural
or social identity of the individual.

What is processing?
Processing means any operation or set of
operations which is performed on personal
data or on sets of personal data, whether
or not by automated means, such as collection, recording, organization, structuring,
storage, adaptation or alteration, retrieval,
consultation, use, disclosure by transmission, dissemination or otherwise making
available, alignment or combination, restriction, erasure or destruction. An example of
processing would be using an individual’s
email address to send a marketing email
or storing a person’s contact information
obtained from a trade show in a corporate
database.

Accountability
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Accountability
Business Intelligence

Copyright-Protected Content

Protecting Assets And Information

ADTRAN legitimately collects information on
customers and markets in which we operate.
This is never done by illegal or unethical means,
and competitors may not be contacted to obtain
business intelligence. Sometimes information is
obtained accidentally or is provided to ADTRAN
by unknown sources. In such cases, it may be
unethical to use the information, and you should
immediately contact your manager, the legal
department, or Red Flag Reporting to determine
how to proceed.

Never use or copy software, music, videos, publications, or other copyright-protected content
at work or for business purposes unless you or
ADTRAN have an appropriate license or otherwise have been granted specific permission
from the content owner to use or make copies
of the protected content. ADTRAN facilities or
equipment should never be used to make or store
unauthorized copies.

We all must protect ADTRAN property. The following guidelines will help us all be better stewards of ADTRAN resources.

Third-Party Intellectual Property
ADTRAN does not knowingly use the intellectual property of any third party without permission or legal right. If you are told or suspect
that ADTRAN may be infringing an intellectual
property right, including patents, copyrights,
trademarks, or trade secrets owned by a third
party, you should contact the legal department.

We have just hired an employee who
recently worked for one of our competitors.
Can I ask the employee for information
about our competitor?
You should consult company legal counsel
before asking the employee anything about
a former employer’s business. Never ask a
former employee of a competitor about any
information that the person is under a legal
obligation not to reveal. This would include
any competitor’s trade secrets, and other
confidential information

As I am preparing a proposal for a customer, the customer offers me a copy of the
competitor’s proposal. Can I accept this
information?
Ask the customer if they are prohibited from
sharing this information by a confidentiality
agreement. If the customer confirms that
they are under no obligation to protect the
information, you may then accept it. Once
you have the information, if it is marked confidential or proprietary you must consult with
company legal counsel before disclosing
any of the information.
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Stay Aware

Being aware of who is around you, and what
they might learn from you is an important
way we all protect the company. Don’t let
company or customer information fall into
the wrong hands.
Protect Our Assets

Keeping track of the company’s assets and
information entrusted to you, and preventing opportunities for loss, misuse, waste,
or theft of ADTRAN property is everyone’s
responsibility.
Avoid Waste

Before disposing of any ADTRAN assets,
discuss your plans with your manager and
get approval.
Set the Standard

Behaviors are contagious. Be a model for
your co-workers and our partners. Follow
our procurement procedures when acquiring
goods or services, and use company assets
only for legal and ethical purposes.

If I see someone on the elevator or
in a hallway that is not badged, should
I stop them?
Yes. Stop them and ask to see their badge.
If they don’t have a badge, direct them to
the lobby to see a receptionist.

ADTRAN Inventions, Patents,
and Copyrights
All inventions, discoveries, or ideas relating to
ADTRAN’s business or products, which employees may make, develop, or have during the term
of their employment shall be ADTRAN’s exclusive property regardless of whether the employee developed the invention, discovery, or idea
outside of normal business hours. At ADTRAN’s
request, an employee shall sign all documents
necessary or helpful to transfer patent rights or
copyrights to ADTRAN concerning any such
inventions, discoveries, or ideas, or to convey
title to ADTRAN. This does not include those
inventions, discoveries or ideas which pre-date
employment by the company.
ADTRAN will consider patenting employee
inventions, regardless of implementation in a
product. If you are involved in product development, you should refer to the ADTRAN Patent
Policy and contact your manager to discuss
the patentability of your work. We also ask that
employees be aware of any possible infringement
on ADTRAN patents. Any possible infringements should be reported to the legal department
immediately.

Accountability
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Accountability
ADTRAN Confidential Information

ADTRAN Identity And Trademarks

Social Media

All confidential information, as outlined in the
Employee Patent, Copyright and Proprietary
Information Agreement, must be protected. This
includes information, records, designs, knowledge,
or data of the company that you may receive or
develop during the course of your employment
related to trade secrets, formulas, business processes, methods, machines, manufacturers, compositions, inventions, discoveries, computer programs,
planned future technology, features, developments,
product roadmaps, customer records, account lists
or other matters which are of a non-public, secret
or confidential nature.

The ADTRAN name, names of products,
services, taglines, and logos collectively create
the ADTRAN identity. Before using any of
these items publicly you should reference the

Be Responsible Online

You may not disclose confidential information
to anyone within or outside of ADTRAN unless
the recipient is required to use the information to
carry out his or her assigned responsibilities as an
employee, or as an outsider who has been properly authorized by a company officer to receive
such information. The obligation not to disclose
this confidential information continues after
employment or after a contractual relationship
with ADTRAN has been terminated. Nothing in
this section is intended to interfere with any employee’s ability to exercise his/her Section 7 rights
under the National Labor Relations Act.

I want to create some internal
documentation; I don’t need to follow
these guidelines, do I?
Yes. These guidelines help preserve the
integrity of the ADTRAN brand. Standards
such as size, color, placement, white space,
etc. must be observed to preserve that
integrity.
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ADTRAN Trademark and Logo Usage Policy
available on adtran.com which outlines how and

where these items can be used and presented.

If the media approach me about
something that happened at work,
can I answer their questions?
Not without the approval of the Public Relations staff. Inaccurate information could
harm the reputation of the company or other
employees. It is essential that all comments
and interviews be approved.

Media Relations
Representatives of the news media may ask
you for information concerning the company’s
position on public issues. You may not release
information to the news media about company activities or the activities of other company
employees. Instead, you should coordinate any
responses to the media with the ADTRAN Public
Relations staff, by emailing pr@adtran.com.
The Public Relations staff has established procedures for responding to news media requests and
for obtaining management approval for public
statements. If an activity merits or requires public
disclosure, its release will be coordinated by the
Public Relations staff.

ADTRAN empowers employees to use social media for business purposes. In light of this, access
to social media sites is not prohibited on the corporate network. When utilizing social media, you
should always adhere to the guidelines outlined
in the ADTRAN Social Media Policy. Likewise,
you must ensure that you are not misusing any
intellectual property or disclosing any confidential or restricted information.
Publishing Articles and Public Speaking
Our Public Relations department is here to help.
If you author an article or other publication
or speak in a public forum such as a conference
or symposium on behalf of ADTRAN, notify
pr@adtran.com. For social media or blogging
guidelines, see the ADTRAN Social Media Policy
on the ADTRAN intranet.

A co-worker posted an offensive, sexual
comment about me on his personal social
media page. Is my co-worker allowed to
do that?
Employee use of social media must comply
with ADTRAN’s social media policy as well
as the company’s harassment policies.

Computer Data and Software
You should not attempt to access or otherwise
possess any company information you are not
required to or entitled to in your normal course
of work. No access credentials (including, without limitation, computer passwords, computer
log-on IDs, access badges or other identifiers)
may be given or divulged to any other person
unless previously authorized. No software program purchased from a vendor shall be used
other than by the terms of any governing license
or rental agreement.

Endorsements
Vendors commonly ask the company for
product endorsements and case studies. Prior
to providing an endorsement you should obtain
permission from Public Relations by emailing
pr@adtran.com.

The guidelines provided in this section are not intended to interfere with an employee’s rights under
Section 7 of the National Labor Relations Act.
Accountability
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Accountability
Email, Internet, and Information Systems

Protection of ADTRAN Data

You Must Help Protect the Integrity of Our
Information Systems

We must all do our part to protect
company data.

Our information technology systems are a
key component of our business operation and
are provided for authorized business purposes.
Your use of these systems must comply with
our Information Security Policies. You may
have reasonable incidental personal use of phone,
email and the internet as long as it does not:

You should follow the guidelines below:

•
•
•
•
•

consume more than a small amount of time
or resources
interfere with your work performance or that
of others
involve inappropriate material that is illegal,
sexually explicit, discriminatory, or otherwise
inappropriate
relate to outside business interests
violate the Code or any company policy

ADTRAN reserves the right to monitor, record,
disclose, audit and delete without prior notice, the
nature and content of an employee’s activity using
company email, phone, voicemail, internet, and
other systems, to the extent permitted under law.

•
•
•
•
•

No. Employees should never share their passwords with anyone. Some systems will allow
for tasks to be delegated to others. If you bypass these controls, you are undermining the
security of our systems, avoiding your personal responsibilities, and asking your co-worker
to knowingly violate a company policy.
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Standard
of Practice

Additionally, you are required to:
•
•
•
•

Take special precautions with customer data
or any Personally Identifiable Information
Immediately report any potential security
issues to the IT ServiceDesk at 256.963.8502
Ensure data is appropriate for internal
collaboration sites.
Share confidential data on a need-to-know
basis only.

You are strictly prohibited from using personal
accounts when:
•

I am planning to go on vacation, is it okay
for me to leave my laptop and the needed
passwords for my co-worker to approve
timesheets, expense reports, etc. for me?

Establish strong user credentials and
do not share them.
Review data in your control for appropriate
access controls.
Remember “clear desk” and “clean screen”
Be familiar with ADTRAN Information
Security Policies
Remember to classify your data

SECTION C

•

Posting ADTRAN data on public sites such
as Github, Dropbox, Google Docs, support
forums, personal email, etc.
Posting passwords or other credentials on
shared resources.

Open Source Software
Open source software is software for which the
source code is available without charge under a
free software or open source license. Before using,
modifying, or distributing any open source software for ADTRAN infrastructure or as part of an
ADTRAN product or service development effort,
you must have permission.

Standard of Practice
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Standard of Practice
Sustainability

Accuracy of Business Records

Requirements for Senior Financial Officers

As a responsible corporate citizen, we realize that
we must also do our part to conserve natural resources. As we follow our vision to “enable a fully
connected world,” we embrace sustainability. As
more people are connected, work and life can be
accomplished using fewer resources. We accomplish this by:

Generally accepted accounting principles
and applicable United States laws require that
transactions and events relating to ADTRAN’s
assets must be properly recorded in the books
and accounts of the company and accurately
reported in the applicable reports required by
and filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) and other United States regulatory
agencies. As a result, all financial personnel shall
make and retain books, records, and accounts
that, in reasonable detail, accurately, completely
and objectively reflect transactions and events,
and conform both to required accounting principles and to the company’s systems of internal
controls. No false or artificial entries may be
made. No entry may be made or recorded in
ADTRAN’s books and records or reported
in any disclosure document that misrepresents,
hides, or disguises the true nature of the event
or transaction. All entries and reports must be
made promptly.

Without limiting any other obligation in this Code,
ADTRAN’s senior financial officers, including its
chief executive officer, chief financial officer, and
principal accounting officer or controller and persons performing similar functions must:

•

•
•
•
•
•
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Using our environmental management system as a tool to support our initiatives as we
explore and understand environmental issues
and adapt our processes.
Developing and delivering products that meet
our customer requirements, while incorporating
material and energy conservation initiatives.
Striving to communicate and incorporate
sustainability initiatives throughout the supply chain.
Regularly reviewing our operations to increase efficiencies, care for our environment,
and conserve natural resources.
Educating, developing and empowering our
employees, and thus encouraging them to
enhance sustainability.
Maintaining our financial responsibility to
our shareholders and employees while supporting our sustainability initiatives.
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All employees must create accurate records
that reflect the true nature of transactions and
activities that are recorded (including time recording systems). Discrepancies are to be resolved
in any records and appropriate corrections made.
ADTRAN does not tolerate falsification or improper alteration of records. It is never appropriate
to direct someone else to prepare or approve a
false or misleading record.

•

•
•

conduct themselves in an honest and ethical
manner, including the ethical handling of actual or apparent conflicts of interest between
personal and professional relationships;
compile full, fair, accurate, timely and understandable disclosure in the periodic reports of
ADTRAN; and
comply with applicable governmental rules
and regulations.

Any change or waiver of the Code for senior financial officers must be immediately disclosed by
filing a Form 8-K, dissemination by the Internet
or by other electronic means, or by the rules and
regulations promulgated by the SEC or the stock
exchange governing the company.

Document And Business
Records Retention
Legal and regulatory practices require the
retention of certain records for various periods
of time, particularly in the accounting, tax,
personnel, health, and safety, environment, contract, and any and all other functional areas with
record keeping requirements. In addition to these
requirements, when litigation or a government
investigation or audit is pending or imminent,
relevant records must be preserved and not
destroyed until the matter is closed. Destruction
of records to avoid disclosure in a legal proceeding may constitute a criminal offense. You should
direct questions concerning record retention to
the legal department, particularly if any litigation,
investigation, or administrative action involving
ADTRAN or any of its officers, suppliers, or customers is pending or threatened.
Audits and Investigations

You must fully cooperate with auditors
and investigators.
While employed by ADTRAN you may be
asked to participate in an audit or internal investigation. You are always expected to lend your full
cooperation to these efforts and act with honesty
and integrity. It is also possible that you could be
asked to meet with lawyers or other entities in
conjunction with a legal proceeding. If you receive
a request of this nature, immediately contact the
legal department for assistance.

Standard of Practice
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Taking Action
SECTION D

Taking Action

This Code is ADTRAN’s statement of its commitment to our guiding principles. This document
is not intended to be a comprehensive manual
covering every situation that you may encounter.
However, it is designed to allow you to become
familiar with basic principles that will allow you
to recognize the types of situations that may
cause problems. In many cases, more specific
requirements are contained in various corporate
policies, procedures, and guidelines which can
be obtained from your department manager and
through the ADTRAN Human Resources department. If in doubt about an action you are about to
take, ask yourself: “How would I feel if the course
of action I am considering were reported on the
front page of the local newspaper or blog?”

If You See Something, Say Something
Do not engage in any activity that circumvents
ADTRAN’s internal controls. You must abide
by the requirements of all laws and regulations
applicable to business. If you become aware
of the violation of any law or regulation by the
company or suspect that ADTRAN may violate
any law or regulation, it is your responsibility
to promptly report the matter.
There are several ways you can submit a complaint or concern about possible violations of
the Code including:
•
•

Online at https://www.redflagreporting.com
(Client Code: ADTRAN)
Via phone to Red Flag Reporting at
888.723.8726.

What type of concerns should be reported
to Red Flag Reporting?
Any violation of the Code including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Fraudulent activity
Theft
Unethical Behavior
Safety Violations
Data Privacy Concerns
Discrimination/Harassment

Taking Action
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Taking Action
To assist the company in investigating your report,
you are encouraged to communicate all the information you feel comfortable providing. The information will be kept confidential, except as needed
to conduct a full, fair investigation. Your identity,
phone number or IP address will not be recorded or included in any report that is provided to
ADTRAN. The information being reported matters, not the identity of the individual reporting it.
The ADTRAN Board of Directors has charged
senior management with the responsibility to
ensure that this Code and ADTRAN’s corporate
policies will govern, without exception, all business activities of the company.
You are responsible for complying with the
Code, reporting violations of the Code, and its
enforcement.
Reporting and Review Procedure

It is your responsibility to report
possible violations.
If you think a transaction may violate an applicable law or an ADTRAN policy you must follow at
least one of the reporting processes described on
page 35 of the Code.
Due to local privacy laws in certain countries
and the European Union region, phone or email
hotlines will be used as permitted to report specific types of calls, such as accounting, financial,
auditing and bribery matters. In those countries,
contact a Human Resources manager to report
other issues.
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Receipt and Retention Of Submissions
Receipt

Treatment of and Response
to Submissions

The director of Internal Audit will be notified
by Red Tag Reporting if any complaints or
concerns are reported.

Review and Response

Retention
All submissions will be maintained for a minimum of seven years following receipt of the
submission.

We take your comments seriously.
The director of Internal Audit will promptly review all submissions. All complaints or concerns
contained in the submissions will be reported
in writing to the Audit Committee in executive
session, with independent and objective assessment of the complaint or concern and, to the
extent relevant, recommended course of action.
In appropriate circumstances, the director of Internal Audit will have the authority to bring any
submission immediately to the attention of the
Audit Committee or the Chairman of the Audit
Committee. The Audit Committee will then determine the appropriate means of addressing the
concerns or complaints and delegate that task to
the appropriate member of senior management,
or take such other action as it deems necessary or
appropriate to address the concern or complaint,
including obtaining outside counsel or other
advisors to assist the Audit Committee.
Follow-up
The director of Internal Audit is the designated
contact person for employees who wish to follow
up on their submission. If, after discussion with
the director, you determine that appropriate action
has not taken place, you may report the matter
directly to a member of the Audit Committee.

response to each submission, including the date
of the acknowledgment and any other actions
taken. These records will be maintained in the
confidential file along with the submission.
Violations of the Code

Violating the Code has serious consequences.
Violations of the Code may result in criminal
and civil exposure for ADTRAN, as well as each
employee and business associate involved. This
could include imprisonment and other severe
penalties. Even where the conduct may not
violate any country or state law, violations of the
Code may still be punished with discipline, up to
and including termination of employment and/or
contract, based on the nature and severity of the
conduct at issue.
Waivers of the Code
In certain extraordinary situations, a waiver of
a provision of the Code may be granted. Contact
the director of Internal Audit to request prior
approval if you believe special circumstances
warrant a waiver of any of the Code’s provisions.
Only the ADTRAN Board of Directors or a
committee of the Board of Directors may issue
a waiver of the Code for executive officers or
directors, and the waiver must be promptly
disclosed to shareholders to the extent required
by applicable law.

Documentation of Response
Receipt of all submissions that are not anonymous must be acknowledged either orally or in
writing unless the employee submitting the complaint or concern indicates otherwise. The director of Internal Audit will maintain a record of the
Taking Action
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Taking Action
Issuance of Amendments to the Code

Acknowledgment

We work to keep the Code in tune with the
changing business climate.

We keep you informed of the latest changes.

The ADTRAN Board of Directors is responsible
for approving and issuing the Code, including any
changes to it. The effective date of this Code is November 2018. The Code is reviewed and updated
periodically to determine if revisions are required
due to changes in laws or regulations or changes in
our business or the business environment.

Each year, ADTRAN distributes access to the
Code to employees, conducts annual training for
employees and requests that they certify their
receipt and understanding of the Code. Failure
to complete the certification process can be a
violation of the Code and can subject you to
disciplinary action and/or impact your performance reviews at ADTRAN’s discretion, where
permitted by law. In no circumstance does your
failure to read the Code, sign an acknowledgment
or certify exempt you from your obligation to
comply with the Code.
Additionally, the ADTRAN Board of Directors
is required to acknowledge that they have read
and understand the Code. They must also certify
their compliance with the Code and disclose any
potential conflicts of interest or other possible
exceptions to compliance with the Code.
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Bringing
the World
Together.

Standard of Practice

ADTRAN, Inc.
901 Explorer Boulevard
Huntsville, AL 35806
P.O. Box 140000
Huntsville, AL 35814–4000
256 963–8000
256 963–8699 fax
General Information
800 9ADTRAN
info@adtran.com
www.adtran.com
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